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China’s evolution from a regional to a global power has also developed 

western power is the binding force between their alliances. From China’s 

and a challenge by the United States. It has put a dent on United States’ 

*
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‡
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Iran relationship. Iran’s size, population, 

established with Iran. Iran’s isolation and China’s energy requirements 

beneficial China has played a significant role in modernization of Iran’s 

po

Initially Iran was suspicious of China’s intentions and feared 
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revolutionary commission’s support by China was dropped 

0’s their relationship started maturing 

Iran’s isolation

Iran’s revolutionary ideology resulted in its isolation from the rest of the 

Ali Khamenei’s expectation of power resulted in Iran’s isolation from the 

has required sufficient amounts of oil. China’s main interest in the 

According to Ali Akbar Salehi, the Iranian Foreign Minister, “Tehran

Beijing ties are strategic and their prospects are bright.” 
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The role it played in Iran’s economic and military improvement 

tion and development. China’s 

states has contributed to its image greatly. (Gruendler, 2017).  Iran’s 

identity as a part of Middle East increased China’s desire to create a 

. 

Moreover, China’s i

helping to enhance China’s status as a great power

2016, pp. 8

Iran’s Biggest Economic Partner

rich energy sources. It surpassed Japan as Iran’s number one oil 

China’s top three oil providers.

in the establishment of Iran’s economic development, but also enhanced 

Iran’s number one partner in trade. Iran’s Oil Show held in 2011 was 

attended by 166 Chinese companies proving to be Iran’s biggest partner 

–

Iran’s upstream operations are also backed by China.

with Saudi Arabia and some other Gulf neighbors. China’s relation with 
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China’s link to Iran is not just limited to energy resources. It also played 

example of China’s project of development of Iran’s infrastructure is the 

China has played a significant role in the modernization of Iran’s 

military. It has helped in the start up of Iran’s military se

,

Iran’s Nuclear Program

support 

earlier assistance has been a great help in the functioning of Iran’s 

customers sought other states for energy resources.  China’s assistance at 

on the shield China has provided against sanctions put over Iran’s 
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Rising of China’s significance in Middle East has increased the level of 

with fierce rejection from Iran, has improved China’s image in the 

protective regarding its own role regionally. Besides that, Iran’s success 

security. China’s involvement in Iran’s energy 

he same, which in effect is increasing China’s 

y 

China’s Growing Influence

try to force itself on other nations, nor does it interfere in other states’ 
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o China’s stance towards its relationships with all regional states, which 

Arabia, but is also closely related to Saudi’s regional enemy, Iran. 

China’s stance against regional conf

China’s involvement with Iran showed signs of hostility for China from 

Iran. Nonetheless, it has played a great role in Iran’s development. While 

Iran’s 

an’s location and energy resources are vital for China’s energy 

.

China’s relation with Iran may affect its relationship with other regional 

,

, 
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an’s interest 

the growth of China’s national strength China Iran alliance can bend 

neither of the two nations’ trust each other completely.  Due to 
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.

8, 2018,

on 

China is the largest Iran’s oil customer even Shanghai is not 

China’s foreign ministry spokesperson Geng

ina’s dissatisfaction on April 23, 2019

“China firmly opposes the unilateral sanctions and so

“long arm jurisdictions” imposed by the U.S. The normal energy 

and play a constructive role instead of doing the opposite.”

.

,

issue. Trump’s Tweets and Iranian’s aggressive diplomacy, 

let’
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